
Instructions for Handling Editor
OJS 3.x editorial workflow



What does Handling Editor do?

Handling Editor (called Section Editor in OJS) manages the 
review and editing of submissions to which they have been 
assigned.

Handling Editor receives an assignment from the Editor-in-chief.

Once the paper is accepted, the work is taken over by Production 
editor.



Navigation
Access to the active 

submissions that has been 

assigned to you to handle

Alerts about recent 

activities and actions 

required

Your user profile (e-mail, 

password, roles…)

Journal statistics & logs



Browsing assigned submissions
List of active submissions 

assigned to you

Old submissions 

that you handled

1.

2.

See submission details



Handling a submission

Navigation through the 

workflow of handling a 

submission

Title, keywords, abstract, 

etc. of the submission

Workflow steps

All activities (decisions, 

mails, assignments) are 

logged



New submission

After receiving a new submission, you need to decide whether:

• Send it to peer review (2 good reviews are expected)

• Desk-reject it (do not be afraid to do so—we want GOOD 
papers only; ask another editor for an opinion if in doubt)

Technically, you can also accept a paper directly, but you should 
not do so at this stage (TSR is a peer-reviewed journal).



Stage 1. New submission

1.

2.

You can 

communicate 

through OJS 

environment at 

all stages

4. Make your 

decision

3. Get acquainted 

with the manuscript



Decline submission

1.

3.

2. Check & 

edit mail text



Send to peer review

1.

2. Important!!! Choose files 

to share with reviewers

3.



Stage 2. Reviewing

1.

2.
Current review 

round

Original 

manuscript

Reviewers & 

commentsRevised 

manuscript & 

response to 

comments

To take a decision 

after a review 

round



Inviting reviewers

1.

2. Check first whether 

the expert you think 

about is already 

registered



Reviewer is already registered

1.



Reviewer is already registered

1. Check & edit e-mail text

5. Choose this 

option (default)

6. Add reviewer

2. Check the deadline dates 

(e.g. holidays, etc.)

3. Check that correct files are shared 

with the reviewer

4. Choose the 

review form (first 

or consequent 

review)



Reviewer is NOT registered

1.



Reviewer is NOT registered
1. Fill in information about the 

new reviewer (name, e-mail, 

etc.)

2. Some fields MUST be 

duplicated ‘in Swedish’. It 

is a bug with no solution so 

far.

3. Generate user name

4. Check & edit e-mail text

5. Check the deadline dates (e.g. holidays)



Reviewer is NOT registered

8. Choose this option 

(default)

9. Add reviewer

7. Choose the review 

form (first or 

consequent review)

6. Check that 

correct files are 

shared with the 

reviewer



Handling a review

1. An auto-reminder is sent once after the deadline has 
passed.

2. You can send a reminder manually (a new button
appears once the deadline has passed).

3. Once a review is submitted, you are informed by mail.

4. You can cancel invitation for reviews that are not likely
to come.



Handling a review

1.

2. Read and assess quality of 

the review.

3. Rate the reviewer (for future 

use, seen to editors only)

4. Confirm the 

review

5. Thank the reviewer (new 

button for that will appear)



Taking a decision after a review round

After a review round, you can:

• Accept submission

• Request revisions (with or without 
starting another round of peer review)

• Reject submission



Taking a decision after a review round

Important: do not 
forget to include the 
reviewers’ comments 
in the mail that you 
send to the authors.



Handling revisions

Once the authors have submitted their revisions, 
you can:

• Accept submission & send it to copyediting

• Start a new review round



Delivering accepted paper to Production Editor

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

4.



www.tsr.international
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